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Town and Country Players

PRESENTS

ITS A WONDERFUL LIFE:

A LIVE RADIO PLAY FULL LENGTH VERSION

Adapted by Joe Landry

Original Music and Musical Arrangements
by Kevin Connors

with

David Massa
Alexis Leigh Ross
James Herbert

Breanna Flannelly
Griffin Sacco

Victoria Schultheis
Evelyn Dalton

Jon Knapp
Allyson Conover
James Palmer

Bridget McHugh
Jack Dalton
Josh Marttila

Richard Kirschner
Alexander Schultheis

Nadia D'Agostino

Christopher Applegate
Sally Lomanno

Gary Beck
Mike Powell
Max Brodsky

David Sharper
Jacob Feldman

Directed by
Fred Conover

Produced by
Victoria Schultheis

This show takes place on a soundstage on
December 24, 1947

There will be a fifteen-minute intermission

Presented by special arrangement with
Broadway Licensing, LLC, servicing the Dramatists Play Service collection.

(www.dramatists.com)
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

As we step into the auditory realm of It's a Wonderful Life, we are
not merely entering a staging area, but a vintage radio sound
stage where every word resonates with the timbre of times gone
by, yet strikingly relevant to today. The quaintness of
Buckingham converges with the timeless tale of George Bailey,
brought to life not only visually, but through the medium of
sound, enveloping us in a narrative that is as enduring as the
human spirit.

In a time where our community navigates the waves of societal
discord, economic uncertainties, and shifting cultural dynamics,
the radio waves of It's a Wonderful Life come across like a breath
of fresh air. Our venture is not just a nostalgic trip to the golden
age of radio, but an exploration of the profound simplicities of
human existence, a reminder of the ripple effect one individual
can have in the lives of those intertwined around them.

As the ensemble breathes life into the citizens of Bedford Falls,
each voice and live sound effect invites the audience into a vivid
panorama crafted by imagination, underscored by the resonant
clang of the bell, footsteps in the snow, and the heartfelt laughter
and tears of our characters. The journey of George Bailey is not
a solitary one but a shared expedition with each listener,
transcending the radio waves to delve into the realms of despair,
hope, and the realization of life's worth.

As we present this audio adventure, we're inviting you to do more
than just listen. Come journey through the ups and downs of
human emotions, reflect on the incredible value tucked away in
'ordinary' lives, and explore the endless impact we all can have.
The camaraderie shared on and off-stage reflects the essence of
community that cradles the narrative of George Bailey's self-
revelation. It's a Wonderful Life is a tribute to the unseen, often
unheard, yet profoundly felt threads of community and hope that
bind us, especially in times that challenge the core of our shared
humanity.
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In Alphabetical Order
Harry “Jazzbo” Heywood/Clarence Christopher Applegate

Bert/Bridgekeeper/Harry Bailey/Man at
Bank/Old Man Collins

Gary Beck

Sam Wainwright Max Brodsky

Sally Applewhite/Mary Bailey/Zuzu Allyson Conover

Ensemble Nadia D'Agostino

Janie/Ensemble Evelyn Dalton

Young Harry/Pete/Ensemble Jack Dalton

Ensemble Jacob Feldman

Young Violet/Ensemble Breanna Flannelly

Charlie/Dr. Campbell/Ernie/Mr. Welch Jason Herbert

Joseph/Martini Richard Kirschner

Jake Laurents/George Bailey Nathan Craig

Rose Bailey/Matilda/Mrs. Thompson Sally Lomanno

Ed/Schultz/Horace/Man/Sheriff Josh Marttila

Freddie Filmore/Announcer David Massa

Young Mary Hatch/Ensemble Bridget McHugh

Henry Potter James Palmer

Gower/Peter Bailey/Nick Mike Powell

Violet Bick/Ruth Bailey/Mrs. Hatch/Sadie
Vance

Alexis Leigh Ross

Young George/Ensemble Griffin Sacco

Tommy/Ensemble Alexander Schultheis

Stage Manager Victoria Schultheis

Billy Bailey/Binky/Cop David Sharper

Foley Artist Valerie Sharper

CAST MEMBERS
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Production Team
Director Fred Conover

Producer Victoria Schultheis

Stage Manager Eileen Kulikowski

Set Design Jon Knapp

Scenic Design Barb Emch

Lighting/Sound Design Jim McIntosh

Properties Design Jon Knapp, David Sharper

Costume Design Victoria Schultheis

Hairdressing/Wigs Allyson Conover

Sound Operator Tammy Tuckey

Sound Operator Matthew Schultheis

Light Board Operator Erik Feldman

Light Board Operator Fred Conover

Commercial Scripts David Massa, Victoria Schultheis

Casting Liaison Sarah LeClair

Program Art Design Jill Brown

Program Kim O'Byrne
Jean Laustsen
Eric Raymond

Poster Art and Design Alexis Leigh Ross
Jon Knapp

Fred Conover

PRODUCTION/CREATIVE
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WHO'S WHO

Christopher
Applegate

as Harry “Jazzbo”
Heywood/Clarence

Christopher, an actor, director, and screenwriter. Previous T&C
shows, The Lion in Winter (Geoffrey) and The Fantasticks (Mortimer).
Most recent roles; Twelfth Night (Sir Toby Belch), All My Sons (Joe
Keller) and Mrs. Warren’s Profession (Sir Geroge Crofts). He's taught
acting and directing at Penn State Ogontz, The University of
Pittsburgh and Theater Philadelphia. He is co-author of the Cannon
Pictures feature film Chain of Command.

Gary
Beck

as Bert/Bridgekeeper/Harry Bailey/Man at
Bank/Old Man Collins

Gary is thrilled to return to the T&C Stage in such a unique production!
His previous credits include Holes, The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe, as well as The Hunchback of Notre Dame and the 2019
One Acts. Much thanks and love to his wife Kimberly for her support,
patience and flexibility!

Max Brodsky as Sam Wainwright

Max is thrilled to be a part of this unique take on his mother’s favorite
holiday movie. This is Max’s 3rd T&C show. When he is not treading
the boards, Max can be found marching with his clarinet or swimming.
Max is a math/science nerd who loves to read. Many thanks to
everyone at T&C for their support and encouragement. Special thanks
and lots of love to Mom & Dad for always letting me soar as high as I
can.

Allyson
Conover

as Sally Applewhite/Mary
Bailey/Zuzu

Allyson is thrilled to be in her first Town and Country production, and is
so thankful for the opportunity! Some of her favorite roles from the
past include: Shelby in Steel Magnolias, Kate in The Miracle Worker,
and the Step Mother in Cinderella. She would like to give a big
‘THANK YOU!’ to her wonderful husband for watching the boys so she
can get back into acting!
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WHO'S WHO

Nadia D'Agostino as Ensemble

Nadia is excited to be participating in her first community theater
production. Previous productions at Poquessing MS, include Shrek,
Schoolhouse Rock, James and the Giant Peach, and The Addams
Family. I want to thank my parents for always supporting me and my
sister for coming to all of my shows. I love you guys. I want to thank
my singing coach, Jennine Babo. Thank you for pushing me to reach
out for every opportunity I can.

Evelyn Dalton as Janie/Ensemble

Evelyn is excited to be returning to Town and Country Players. She
was last seen as Sebastian the crab in T&C’s production of The Little
Mermaid Jr. and as Martha Cratchit in A Christmas Carol. She thanks
her family and friends for their support and is looking forward to
embracing the spirit of the season as Janie Bailey.

Jack Dalton as Young Harry/Pete/Ensemble

Jack is thrilled to be back on the Town and Country Players stage as
young Harry and Pete Bailey. He caught the acting bug attending the
T&C’s summer youth workshops and playing Charlie Cratchit in last
year’s production of A Christmas Carol. He thanks his big sisters for
running lines with him and getting him in the holiday spirit!

Jacob Feldman as Ensemble

Jacob is excited to be back on stage at T&C. His previous shows at
T&C were The Sound of Music and A Christmas Carol. Congrats to
the entire cast and crew of this wonderful show. Thank you to all my
family and friends for love and continual support while I pursue my
passion to perform in these great shows

Breanna Flannelly as Young Violet/Ensemble

Breanna has been seen at T&C in 2 previous performances including
A Christmas Story and Seussical. She is also involved in the music
program at Holicong Middle School. She has been seen in select
groups such as String Ensemble, Wind Ensemble and Robe
Choir. She is so excited to be back on the T&C stage! She would like
to thank her Mom, Dad and her Mommom for all their encouragement!
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WHO'S WHO

Jason
Herbert

as Charlie/Dr. Campbell/Ernie/Mr.
Welch

Jason is thrilled to be returning to the Town and Country stage for the
holidays. A Buckingham native, Jason made his debut earlier this year
at T&C playing Horton in Seussical. Previously he played Bobby in
Company, Audrey II in The Little Shop of Horrors, and Quasimodo in
The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Jason wants to thank his Wife and
family for their love and support.

Richard Kirschner as Joseph/Martini

Richard is thrilled to return for his 3rd T&C show. Most recent
performances were 12 Angry Jurors (Juror #9) and 2019 One Acts.
Previously seen at Kelsey Theatre in A Raisin in the Sun (Karl
Lindner) and Babes in Toyland (Master Toymaker). His comedy stand-
up debut was at the Gotham Comedy Club NYC. He is the Board
Chair of EMERGE125, a Black female-led hub for dance performance,
creation and education, based in Harlem. Many thanks to the amazing
cast & crew and love to his wife Debbie, for her support of his love of
the arts.

Nathan Craig as Jake Laurents/George Bailey

Nathan studied under the renowned Ima Yeti in northern Canada. You
might recognize him as 3rd Clueless Person from the Left in the
Progressive ad campaign Becoming Your Parents. His Broadway
credits include Guy Handing out Flyers in Times Square and Take a
Photo-with -me Spiderman. He’d like to thank his alter-ego Jon Knapp
for this opportunity.

Sally
Lomanno

as Rose Bailey/Matilda/Mrs.
Thompson

Sally has recently reclaimed her interest in acting and was cast as
Maggie in Memories of Mickey & Gino, part of a show of one-act plays
this past summer. She feels very honored and completely delighted to
take part in Town and Country Players’ production of It’s a Wonderful
Life.
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WHO'S WHO

Josh
Marttila

as Ed/Schultz/Horace/Man/
Sheriff

Josh is grateful to be participating in his 2nd T&C show. Last year, he
made his T&C debut as Dick Wilkins, A Charitable Collector in A
Christmas Carol. He has also acted with Phillips Mill players during his
younger years. Grateful to all of his family and friends for their support.
Best wishes to the entire cast and crew. It's time for all the bells to ring
and the entire cast to get their wings.

David Massa as Freddie Filmore/Announcer

David is thrilled to be back on the T&C stage for this iconic holiday
classic! Previous roles include Unexpected Cop Clue and Big Harp
Robber Bridegroom. David thanks the cast and crew for putting
together such a wonderful performance, and he hopes that everyone
has a safe and wonderful holiday season. Extra love to Julie, Henry,
Graham and all his friends and family.

Bridget
McHugh

as Young Mary Hatch/
Ensemble

Bridget is so excited to return to the T&C stage. Previous acting
experiences include historical character reenactments with the Village
Improvement Association of Doylestown and the Civil War Museum,
Tohickon’s production of Newsie’s Jr and T&C’s A Christmas Carol.
Bridget would like to thank the T&C community for this wonderful
opportunity. Enjoy the show!

James Palmer as Henry Potter

Jim is fondly recalling previous T&C performances as Oberon, A
Midsummer Night's Dream Leonato Much Ado About Nothing Lloyd
Dallas Noises Off!, Senator Fipp Urinetown and CAPT Brackett South
Pacific. At other venues, Jim flew a helicopter in a Tom Cruise movie,
sang lead with the Persuasions, and once appeared on Broadway
before an audience of eight million people.
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WHO'S WHO

Mike Powell as Gower/Peter Bailey/Nick

Michael is from T&C: On Borrowed Time. From NVMT he was
Roosevelt in Annie, Alfred P. Doolittle in My Fair Lady, Inspector
Kemp in Young Frankenstein. Favorite roles are Cookie McGee in
Nice Work If You Can Get It and Marcellus in The Music Man for
which he received the Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Musical
nomination from the IMEA. He would like to thank his wife Mary for her
full support.

Alexis Leigh
Ross

as Violet Bick/Ruth Bailey/Mrs.
Hatch/Sadie Vance

Actress

Griffin Sacco as Young George/Ensemble

Griffin is thrilled to be performing in his second T&C production! He is
a 7th grade student who loves performing on stage and honing those
skills at the T&C Youth Summer Workshops. He thanks the production
team, cast and crew for being so supportive. Special hugs and love to
his Mom, Dad and his twin brother, Max.

Alexander Schultheis as Tommy/Ensemble

Alexander is thrilled to be onstage for his first mainstage production at
T&C! He is a third grader and very involved in the community through
Cub Scouts. He plays soccer and is a junior curler at Bucks County
Curling Club. Love to mom, dad, Grandpa, Kira, and the cats!

Victoria Schultheis as Stage Manager

Victoria is delighted to be back on stage alongside such talented
people! She has been a member of T&C since 2009 and involved in
numerous productions, favorites including The Music Man, The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, and Young Frankenstein. All my love to
Matt and Alexander.
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WHO'S WHO

David Sharper as Billy Bailey/Binky/Cop

David is celebrating 40 seasons at Town & Country and over 100
shows. He designed sets for Spamalot, The Nutcracker, Guys & Dolls,
Young Frankenstein, A Christmas Story, Bonnie and Clyde, The
Hunchback of Notre Dame and more. Last seen on stage as Baron
Elberfeld and Admiral von Schreiber in The Sound of Music. He also
serves as Treasurer for T&C. Love you Val!

Valerie Sharper as Foley Artist

Val is keen to try something completely different this time! It’s been
fascinating learning how sound effects in early radio were produced
and a challenge to make them all happen. Val recently appeared in
T&C’s The Mousetrap as Mrs. Boyle (the one that was murdered) and
in Newtown Arts’ production of Sister Act, as the oldest nun in the
convent! She serves as T&C’s Executive Vice President, managing
the phone and box office. Break a leg everyone!

T&C’S
CIRCLE OF FRIENDS

Judith Flaxman James Stabilito Bob & Florence
Dolceamore

Supporting Cast Leading Role Supporting Cast

James & Sue Palmer Deborah Glick Gordon Shankman
Leading Role Supporting Cast Supporting Cast

Briana O’Handley Rich & Wendy Kravitz
Supporting Cast Supporting Cast
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WHO'S WHO

Fred Conover Director

Fred is excited to be back at the barn! One of his passions is working with the elderly, especially
directing shows for them at local senior centers. He is grateful for another opportunity to work
backstage, especially with such a talented cast! All of my love to my wife Kirsten, with whom I am
blessed to celebrate 31 years of marriage; to Freddy and his lovely wife, Allyson; to Gabe; and to
Ledger and Everett, the best grandsons known to all of mankind; and to the best cast a director
could wish for! Break legs!

Eileen Kulikowski Stage Manager

Eileen is thrilled to be returning to another production at T&C, this time behind the scenes. Most
recently, she played Mission Doll Agatha in T&C’s production of Guys & Dolls and Mrs. Dilber in A
Christmas Carol. Eileen is feeling grateful for all the wonderful people that theater has brought
into her life. Thanks to her family and friends for their support.

Barb Emch Scenic Design

Barb has been a member of the T&C family for many years. She has done set decoration and
artistic canvases for many of the shows that bring our audiences great pleasure each season.
Having majored in the arts Barb is excited to use her artistic creativity to produce visual scenery
that best expresses the unique essence of each show. Barb is delighted to be back in the theater
and wishes the cast and crew the very best.

Jim McIntosh Lighting/Sound Design

Jim has been involved in the entertainment industry for over 35 years. After earning a BA in
Theater from Rutgers University, he has worked as a Performer, Stage Manager, Light & Sound
Tech, and carpenter. He has been a member of T&C for 9 years, taking on roles onstage, behind
the scenes, and as former Treasurer. Jim is a founding member and Technical Director of R5
Productions (www.r5productions.org), producing 13 radio plays over the last 3 years.
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WHO'S WHO

Tammy Tuckey Sound Operator

Tammy is excited to be celebrating Christmas with this cast & crew! Last seen at T&C as Miss
Casewell in The Mousetrap & Not Dead Fred in Spamalot. Aside from performing, she hosts The
Tammy Tuckey Show (youtube.com/TammyTuckey) & newly released a Walt Disney World-
themed cover album, Glowing in Timeless Places' - get your copy at www.tammytuckey.com!
Love to Terry, dad & mom!

Matthew Schultheis Sound Operator

Matthew is happy to be back behind the scenes. Previous T&C work includes lighting design for
Deathtrap, Bonnie and Clyde, Holes, Good People, and Anne of Green Gables. Past experience
includes stage management, lighting design, master electrician, scenic design & construction.
When not at the theater/working, Matthew likes to throw heavy rocks across ice at the Bucks Co.
Curling Club. He also serves as T&C's President. Love to Vicky & Alexander.

Erik Feldman Light Board Operator

Erik is thrilled to be helping out backstage for this amazing show and getting to watch his son,
Jacob, perform nightly! Thanks and love to his supportive family and break legs to everyone
involved with It's a Wonderful Life!

Sarah LeClair Casting Liaison

Sarah has been with T&C since 1998. After producing this year's One Act Festival, she launched
Jolly & LeClair's Doylestime variety show and podcast with collaborator Righteous Jolly (check us
out on Facebook). Happy holidays to all, and thank you for seeing live local theater!

See a Show for Free!

Interested in seeing Town & Country shows for FREE? Each show requires
a staff of five "Front-of-the-House" volunteers. We are always looking
for ushers (to help people find their seats and pass out programs), raffle
sellers (to offer patrons the opportunity to buy raffle tickets and win a
prize), and parkers (to help direct patrons as they park in our parking
field).

No prior experience is necessary as you will be trained before you're put
to work. It's a great way to get to know T&C from the inside. The best
part of these Front-of-the-House volunteer spots is that they earn you
tickets to see our shows for FREE!! Visit the Town & Country website and
choose "Volunteer" under the "Get Involved" tab for more information.
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T&C WANTS YOU TO KNOW......

Welcome to the Town and Country Players’ 2023 Season. This season is
our 76th season of bringing quality community theater to the Bucks
County Area.

Last year, we celebrated our 75th Anniversary Season with a full
schedule, including five mainstage productions, a One Act Festival, a
24-Hour Play Festival, a Ballet, and a Holiday Show. This year, we once
again have a full calendar of events, with five mainstage shows, the
return of our One Act Festival and Holiday Show, and a new-to-T&C
Youth Musical this summer. In addition, we are continuing to offer our
Youth Workshops this summer, and other workshops on all aspects of
theater throughout the year.

But none of our productions would be possible without the having a
location to perform in. This winter, we accomplished major upgrades in
our space to both improve the patron experience and the quality of the
product presented on stage.

The major upgrade this winter was a $20,000 improvement to our front
parking lot. As you may be aware, due to environmental concerns and
the need to control storm water runoff, our parking areas are not paved,
but grass covered. In general, this works well, but in times of heavy rain,
can cause issues.

To address this, we installed environmentally friendly permeable pavers
to stabilize the handicapped and front parking areas and improve the
experience for our patrons. We were also able to significantly upgrade
our electrical system in support of our stage lighting needs.

Of course, we never want to stop improving our unique facility. Our next
planned capital improvement project is the installation of an ADA
compliant handicap ramp to allow easier access to our facility for all. To
get this ramp built, we will continue to rely upon the support of our
patrons and donors to enable us to provide high quality community
theater to all the residents of the Central Bucks area for many years to
come.

In closing, I would like to thank all of our patrons, season ticket holders,
Gold Patrons, and donors over the years. Your generosity has enabled
us to keep the lights on, improve our infrastructure, and weather hard
times.

Matthew Schultheis
President, Town and Country Players
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T&C WANTS YOU TO KNOW......

Town and Country PlayersTown and Country Players along with collaboration from the
Growth Opportunity CenterGrowth Opportunity Center in Southampton know that this time of year
can be hard on many of us. Some of us, like George Bailey, might be
feeling overwhelmed or trapped in an impossible situation.

George didn’t feel like he had any other option besides ending his own
life. We don’t know what would have happened if he hadn’t had a
heavenly intervention by Clarence, but we can imagine that it wouldn’t
have had a happy ending.

Divine intervention is not a common occurrence, but luckily for us,
therapy can be. If you’re at the end of your rope and feel like you, too,
have no other options, please don’t lose hope and call one of the
numbers below. A licensed therapist is ready to help you untangle the
mess of thoughts in your head and give you back hope for a better
future.

For immediate/crisis needs:

Suicide hotline: 988 (call or text)

Lenape Valley Crisis Number: (800) 499-7455

For outpatient mental health centers:

Growth Opportunity Center: 215-947-8654

Lenape Valley Foundation: 215-345-5300

Hope Springs Behavioral Health: 215-398-4826

Liv Associates: 215-394-8625

Child and Family Focus: 215-947-9771

Ivyland Counseling Center: 215-444-9204

Evergreen Counseling and Wellness: 215-323-4244
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T&C WANTS YOU TO KNOW......

On Stage Next Month at T&COn Stage Next Month at T&C
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T&C WANTS YOU TO KNOW......

Meet T&C’s 2023 Board MembersMeet T&C’s 2023 Board Members

Matthew Schultheis
President

Valerie Sharper
Executive Vice President

Meg Waldowski
Vice President of Productions

David Sharper
Treasurer

Janemarie Cloutier
Secretary

Sandy Brodsky
Vice President of Membership

Jon Knapp
Vice President of Tech Ops

Julie Massa
Vice President of Marketing & Publicity

Jackie Parzanese
Vice President of Youth Outreach

Special thanks toSpecial thanks to:
Growth Opportunity Center in Southampton,

Nancy Vander Zwan, Matthew Schultheis, and Emily Miller.
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T&C WANTS YOU TO KNOW......

Become a Friend of Town and Country Players

This year Town and Country Players is celebrating its 76th Season.
Our theatre is run by volunteers and we rely on your generous, tax-deductible
financial support to help defray the cost of our lovely facility.

Please add your name to our "Circle of Friends" so that we can continue to provide
you with high quality productions and theatre workshops for many years to come.

Your donation will be acknowledged on our "Circle of Friends"
page next season.

We are deeply grateful for your generous support.

Please enclose the form below with your check or money order and mail to:

Town and Country Players
PO Box 323
Doylestown, PA 18901

Contributions can also be made through PayPal on our website at:

www.townandcountryplayers.org

Producer's Circle $1,000 and up
Director's Chair $500 - $999
Leading Role $100 - $499
Supporting Cast Up to $99

Name: ____________________________________________

Street: ____________________________________________

City: ___________________ State: _____ Zip: __________

Phone: ____________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________

Town and Country Players is a 501(c)(3) Not-for-Profit organization
Your gift is tax deductible
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